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VISIONARY
Nature excels at
supporting those who
blaze new trails

VISIONARY
St. Moritz has always depended on the desire of visionaries
to change the status quo or to introduce something new.
Its pioneering achievements and its progress have shaped,
and continue to shape, the village as it is today: a place where
the countryside provides the perfect setting for free thoughts
and innovations. A place whose spectacular backdrop has
always provided inspiration. Let yourself be inspired, too –
by people and stories from the top of the world.
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EDITORIAL

GERHARD WALTER
IN CONVERSATION
WITH MATTEO THUN

S

t. Moritz has never really suffered from a lack of ideas. In fact, the locals of
the Engadin have often proven to be more inventive than others. Which is not to say that
people today are resting on the laurels earned
by past pioneers – good ideas are still en vogue
in St. Moritz. This is confirmed in a conversation between Gerhard Walter, tourism director
of Engadin St. Moritz, and architect Matteo
Thun, on the potential and future of the town.
Gerhard Walter: St. Moritz is distinguished by
its urban character, which makes it seem like a
place from a foreign planet dropped in the middle
of the mountains. And the grand hotels – even
though they’re now 120 years old, you wouldn’t
really think of them as typical for the Alps.
Matteo Thun: There’s nothing wrong with that;
in fact, it should be encouraged. I generally
think that replicas of these major buildings are
wrong. In my opinion, compacting the village
centre and giving it the character of a village
centre is the only way to build new buildings. To
bring the social hub back to the church tower or
the village square again. Although all in all, I
don’t think there should be any more construction in the Alps, least of all in the Engadin.
One of your past projects was to connect
St. Moritz with the lake. What was the basic idea?
It was to enable guests to experience the dream
image of St. Moritz in two to three hours. All
they usually do is feed the ducks, walk to the
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According to Matteo Thun, sports – such as
mountain biking, seen here on a flow trail – should
become the focus of St. Moritz again.

sailing club or the bridge, and then drive up
into the village. This gave me the idea of creating a circular walk around the lake that’s simply bursting with unspoilt nature. The walk
could have benches, lighting for night-time,
and provide information. The only investment
would be in an earth wall so that people weren’t walking alongside the exhaust fumes. It
could be designed by landscape gardeners.
And it would also be a kind of visitor guide.
Exactly, it would be the visitor guide for a short
stay in St. Moritz.
What would be your other suggestions to make
St. Moritz a year-round destination? I think a return to its DNA. What really made St. Moritz
big was sports. And the ability to span the
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The Leaning Tower of St. Moritz
is in no way inferior to the one
in Pisa – according to architect
Matteo Thun (l.).

“GUESTS SHOULD
EXPERIENCE THE DREAM
IMAGE OF ST. MORITZ.”
Matteo Thun, architect
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spectrum from winter sports to the many other fabulous sports that exist today. I don’t
know of any other biotope that offers as many
types of sports within twelve months as the
Engadin. Not just skiing and cross-country,
but the mid-season can also become the main
season. In fact, what we call the “shoulder seasons”, the off-season months, are actually
much more exciting than the main seasons.
And: I hereby plead for the immediate elimination of the lovely white champagne tents.
We need to make sports the focus again, not
champagne. I am a defender of visions that can
be put into practice. It is my understanding of
St. Moritz that sports should once again be the
dominant topic in repositioning the brand.
One of the reasons the Engadin Arena was
built, for instance, was to see St. Moritz not only
as an economic area, but as a year-round living environment. Which is brilliant. To rediscover the
stations in summer that are known to us from
cross-country skiing, and these wonderful
forest lakes – and the possibility of minimum
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EDITORIAL

Tourism director
Gerhard Walter
(l.) and architect
Matteo Thun (r.)
on their visions
of St. Moritz.

“WE NEED TO MAKE SPORTS
THE FOCUS AGAIN,
NOT CHAMPAGNE.”
Matteo Thun, architect

ABOUT GERHARD WALTER
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ABOUT MATTEO THUN
Bozen-born designer and architect Matteo
Thun studied at the University of Florence
and attended seminars by Oskar Kokoschka.
He was a co-founder of the Memphis
Movement, a design and architecture
group founded in Milan in 1980. Today,
the 65-year-old has his own company –
Matteo Thun & Partners. The first thing
he does when he comes to St. Moritz:
he goes swimming in the Stazersee.
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infrastructure. To celebrate the forest around
Celerina and the landscape here as a recreational area – no other municipality can do this
as well as we do. And I believe that the forestry
management of Celerina leads the way in the
Engadin. Which brings me to the subject of the
national park. The Engadin should be made a
national park. And if not, then it should certainly be made a nature reserve, one where the
forestry, for instance, explores new horizons.
For many visionary approaches, traffic and
cars are often the biggest stumbling blocks. The
multi-storey car park down by the lake is already progress. But: people do love strolling in
St. Moritz. And until it’s traffic-free, there will
be no strolling.
Now for a completely different question: you
once chose the Leaning Tower of St. Moritz as one
of your favourite spots. Why? Because the Leaning Tower – even though it may be a little smaller – is at least as exciting as the one of Pisa. It
just doesn’t attract quite so many people.

Gerhard Walter is originally from Tirol.
He has been CEO of Engadin
St. Moritz since 2017. He studied tourism in
Innsbruck and then completed an
Executive MBA at the Vienna University of
Economics. Before he came to St. Moritz,
he was tourism director in Lech and
Kitzbühel. His hobbies include skiing in
winter, as well as hiking and running.
In summer, there’s few things the 52-year-old
loves more than being in the mountains.

TOP EVENTS

EVENT CALENDAR
The highlights of Summer 2018

JUNE

14.–17.6.
29.6.–1.7.

19. SILS HESSE DAYS
Learn more about the works of Hermann Hesse
www.engadin.stmoritz.ch/sommer/en/sils

VAUDE ENGADIN BIKE GIRO
Mountain bike stage race for all
en.engadin-bike-giro.ch

JULY

5.7.–5.8.
6.–8.7.
7.7.
7.–8.7.
8.7.
26.–29.7.
28.7.–11.8.

11. FESTIVAL DA JAZZ ST. MORITZ
Jazz concerts in a very special atmosphere
www.festivaldajazz.ch/en

Gathering of deluxe British classic cars
www.bccm-stmoritz.ch/en

Trail-running against a spectacular backdrop
engadin.ultraks.com

ÖTILLÖ SWIMRUN ENGADIN
Swimming and running competition
www.otilloswimrun.com/races/engadin

ENGADINWIND 2018

17.–19.8.

22. CELERINA NEW ORLEANS JAZZ FESTIVAL

18.–19.8.

VERTICAL AND ENGADINER SOMMERLAUF

One of Switzerland’s major road cycling marathons
www.rad-marathon.ch

TAVOLATA ST. MORITZ
Food festival with a 400-metre-long table
www.tavolatastmoritz.ch

TRIATHLON ST. MORITZ: 5. PEOPLE’S
TRIATHLON (SPRINT) & DUATHLON

Small jazz event with selected bands
www.celerina-jazzfestival.ch

Two athletic runs through the Engadin
www.engadiner-sommerlauf.ch

24.–26.8.

7. PASSIONE ENGADINA

25.8.–3.9.

ST. MORITZ ART MASTERS

25.8.
31.8.–2.9.

Readings, talks and cultural walks
www.kubus-sils.ch

Classic car rally
www.passione-engadina.ch

Discover surprising art
www.stmoritzartmasters.com

17. NATIONALPARK BIKE-MARATHON
Bike marathon around the Swiss National Park
www.bike-marathon.com

SAILING CHAMPIONS LEAGUE
Sailing competition finale on Lake St. Moritz
www.sailing-championsleague.com

SEPTEMBER

16.–22.9.

23. SUMMER CONCOURS HIPPIQUE
ST. MORITZ

The world’s oldest windsurfing event
www.engadinwind.ch

14. SILSER KUNST- UND LITERATOURTAGE

78. ENGADIN FESTIVAL
Ten classical concerts
www.engadinfestival.ch

Bike competition with unusual challenges
www.trailgames.ch

23.–26.8.

ENGADIN RADMARATHON

Swimming, cycling and running for all ages
www.homeoftriathlon.ch/en

9.–12.8.

13.–19.8.

4. ENGADIN ST. MORITZ ULTRAKS

Show-jumping in a fun, friendly atmosphere
www.stmoritz-concours.ch

4.–5.8.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TRAIL GAMES

25. BRITISH CLASSIC CAR MEETING ST. MORITZ

AUGUST

2.–5.8.

10.–12.8.

16. INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL OF CULTURE,
RESONANZEN SILS
In focus this year: strong women
www.waldhaus-sils.ch/en

21.–23.9.

BERNINA GRAN TURISMO

27.–30.9.

39. SILSER NIETZSCHE-KOLLOQUIUM

Car race on the closed Bernina Pass
www.bernina-granturismo.com/en

Discussions about “On Truth and Lies”
www.nietzschehaus.ch

50. CONCOURS HIPPIQUE, ZUOZ
Horse show covering all categories
www.zuoz-concours.ch
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SPORTERLEBNIS

Whatever man may dream up, nature often exceeds it. Every year, bee-keeper Edgaro
Vassella’s bees deliver a top performance. They have only three weeks’ time to fly
in all their winter supplies. But that’s not the only reason why people in the Engadin
do everything they can to protect nature and all she produces, and to use her forces
discerningly. See for yourself what makes St. Moritz an energy town.

8		
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NATURAL BEAUTY

Photo: Filip Zuan

SPORTERLEBNIS
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NATURAL BEAUT Y
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The “millefiori” high above the floor of the valley
provide the nectar for Edgar Vassella’s bees.

fully f ledged, they are ready to spend their remaining weeks busily gathering nectar and
pollen. Honey bees are extremely loyal to their
f lowers, only moving on to the next plant
when they have emptied all the blooms within
their f light range. This is what makes them so
important for pollination and ensures that we
receive single-origin honey: if at least 70% of
the honey comes from the same blossom, it
may be called pure, single-f lower or varietal –
otherwise it is sold as “Engadin honey” or
“millefiori”.
These busy bees cover impressive distances on their nectar-gathering f lights. Their
blooming targets can be several kilometres

Photos: Romano Salis, Filip Zuan

hen the temperature
starts to rise in spring, the winter bees’ time
starts running out. During the cold season
they heated the hive, fed the queen and looked
after the combs, so the population would have
a successful start in the coming year. As the
young larks start to twitter in the trees, the
hive awakens to new life and begins to prepare
for the coming season. The queen lays a huge
number of eggs, comb by comb, to ensure that
the hive’s population increases to 40,000 by
the height of summer. As their last official act,
the winter bees feed the first tiny larvae of the
new year, until they hatch and are able to look
after themselves and their siblings. Once they
have fulfilled their task, the retired custodians
can buzz off to the happy pollination grounds.
At least they had less stress running winter operations than their sisters, whose task it is now
to fly off and start stocking up on supplies for
the coming winter.
Summer bees have a short but highly organised lifespan of 42 days. During this time,
they serve the colony in accordance with a
strict plan that ensures the hive’s continued
survival. For instance, during the first three
weeks of life they perform all sorts of domestic tasks, like caring for the brood, building
the combs and producing honey, before they
can be sent out into the world. When they are

S T. M O R I T Z S U M M E R 2 0 1 8

N A T U R S CSHPÖ
ON
R THEERI LT E B N I S

SWEETS FROM ST. MORITZ

THE YEAR
OF THE BEE

Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Engadin bee-keeper Edgaro Vassella explains why
local bees have a hard life.
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NATURAL BEAUT Y

“SUMMER BEES
HAVE A SHORT,
HIGHLY ORGANISED
LIFESPAN OF
ONLY 42 DAYS.”
Edgaro Vassella, bee-keeper

Unbeatable flavour: honey from the bee-keeper.
True honey connoisseurs consume the thin-walled beeswax
combs along with the honey.

away. After every 100 flowers, they have to return to the hive to empty their nectar tanks.
Every day, the worker bees pass on the nectar
from around 1,000 blossoms to the young
workers, who then mix it with enzymes and
decant it into the combs. After that, they use
the power of 1,000 tiny wings to fan the
nectar-heavy air out of the hive and allow dry
air to f low back in, which reduces the water
content of the nectar from 60% to 15%. “You
can smell the type of honey from the scent on
the air wafting out,” explains Edgar Vassella.
During this treatment, the sap quickly turns
into high-energy honey that is covered by a
thin layer of wax.
Edgaro Vassella’s bees are some of the
toughest in Europe. They live at an altitude of
1,750 metres, where summers are short, so
they have only three or four weeks’ time to produce the 20 kilos of honey needed to sustain
the brood and see them through the winter.
Bees living at lower altitudes have more time
and collect two to three times the amount of
food to get them through a shorter winter.
While the lowlanders are still happily buzzing

12		

ABOUT EDGARO VASSELLA
Ever since his honey-sweetened
childhood in Poschavio, retired train
engineer Edgaro Vassella has found
bees fascinating. After moving to
Celerina with his wife and child, he
took classes in bee-keeping and got his
first bees, to whom he dedicates about
400 hours per year. These days, he
teaches bee-keeping classes himself,
passing on his knowledge – acquired
through his more than 30 years
of experience – and his passion.

across meadows in September, the bee colonies of the Engadin are already closing up shop
due to a lack of nectar. That’s when the winter
bees emerge and take up their posts. They then
protect the hive throughout winter, feed the
long-lived queen and prepare to ring in the
new bee year by caring for the summer bee larvae with the sun’s first warming rays.
Author: Jon Bollmann

S T. M O R I T Z S U M M E R 2 0 1 8
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Bees fly in and out through the
hive entrance. Ideally, it should
face south-east, so the bees
can warm up in the morning sun.

In winter, 5,000 bees buzz in Edgar Vassella’s hives. In summer, they are home
to over 40,000 busy worker bees (left). Each square decimetre of a honeycomb
has 420 cells on each side, containing 0.4 grams of honey each (above).
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ENERGY TOWN ST. MORITZ

FORCES
OF NATURE

Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Holidaying in St. Moritz is automatically an environmentally
friendly way to relax and recharge your batteries. The town
and its tourism operators opt for renewable energies – and their
sources are in the most scenic spot.

14		
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Smart splashing: The Ovaverva in St. Moritz
appeals with its clear, modern design, as well as its sustainability.
The pools and interior are heated by a thermal pump.

nyone who takes a
hot bath at the Hotel Reine Victoria or the
Kempinski will find it hard to imagine that the
water is mostly heated by Lake St. Moritz.
You’d think the lake would be far too cold for
that, not to say icy. But the seemingly impossible is indeed possible. How? That is best
explained by Patrik Casagrande, managing
director of St. Moritz Energie, the municipal
energy supplier. “We have a heat pump next to
the ice stadium that draws water from the lake
and cools it down to almost zero degrees. The
heat that is taken from the lake in this way
goes straight into the heating circuit, to which
seven major customers are currently connected.” They include, for instance, the Coop supermarket, the Zentrum spa and the Church
of St. Karl Borromäus – along with the hotels
mentioned above, with their resource-efficient
heating. “More customers are to join the network in the future,” adds Casagrande.
The underground plant near the ice stadium was set up in 2014, and dates back to the

Photos: Robert Boesch/Swiss-Image, Daniel Martinek/PR

Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
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construction of the new municipal pool, which
was built at the same time to very strict environmental regulations determined by a referendum. Casagrande continues, “The Ovaverva was built with the proviso that the pool and
interiors would be heated using renewable energies. This we are able to achieve with the
thermal heat pump.” The referendum clearly
illustrates just how committed the community is to environmental issues. For instance, the
residents of St. Moritz take their food waste,
as well as cans, glass bottles and paper, to recycling centres. The food waste goes into a bio
gas plant, where it produces highly flammable
methane as it ferments, which is burnt to generate electricity. “The input for this plant
mainly comes from the hotels,” explains
Casagrande, “as it’s also in their interest for
their kitchen waste to be disposed of locally.”
Every year, Bio Energina AG produces half
a million kilowatt-hours of electricit y,
which is the average consumption of 100
households. The f lagship power generator is

15
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the h
 ydroelectric power station of St. Moritz,
which has a capacity 30 times that of the biogas plant. Drive from the station down the
steep, partly covered Route 27, and after about
two kilometres you’ll see an unassuming
building on your right. The power station has
been there since 1932, taking advantage of the
difference in height between Lake St. Moritz
and Celerina. Water from the lake is guided
along the mountain, then f lows through a
high-pressure pipe into head-high turbines
that cause quite the racket. Anyone passing by
on the cycle path outside can hear the rush of
water. The power station provides almost
one-fifth of the entire electricity requirement
of St. Moritz and Celerina. “The rest is bought
in,” explains Patrik Casagrande. “Although
we ensure that about half of this addit ional
amount is also produced by hydroelectric
power stations.”
The municipality’s successful environmental policy benefits not only nature, but also the
town’s image. Since 2004, St. Moritz has
proudly borne the label “Energy town”. Less
than a fifth of all Swiss municipalities bear
this designation, which was created in cooperation with the Swiss Federal Office of Energy.
To qualify, communities have to undergo inspections every four years. St. Moritz has consistently improved its criteria for heat and
electricity production over the years. At 1,856
metres above sea level, it is the highest energy
town in Switzerland. Its first steps towards
solar energy have also contributed to this distinction. The town itself runs three photovoltaic systems, although they currently provide
only 0.3% of its entire electricity requirement.
“There’s still potential for improvement,” says
Casagrande.
The town’s commitment to the environment is shaped by the community, as well as
businesses. For instance, Badrutt’s Palace
Hotel has been running a heat pump since
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Patrik Casagrande is the managing director of St. Moritz Energie.
The 49-year-old is responsible for the town’s energy supply.

2006, which also runs on water from Lake
St. Moritz. Another good example is the Romantik Hotel Muottas Muragl, which is situated in one of the region’s most scenic spots.
The mountain hotel’s photovoltaic systems
produce more energy than it requires over
the course of a year. Take the funicular up to
Muottas Muragl, and you’ll see the solar panels along the way. At the top, interested parties
are welcome to join a guided tour of the hotel
to learn more about its environmental concept.
Or simply relax on the terrace to enjoy the view
of the Engadin lake plateau. From here, it’s
easy to see that this landscape offers many different ways to recharge and refuel.
Author: Stefan Skiera

INFO
The “Energy town”
certificate was
developed in
Switzerland. The
label is awarded
all over Europe,
to acknowledge
particularly
sustainable
municipalities.
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Photos: Stefan Skiera (3), Fanzun AG; Alamy

Clockwise from top: producing sustainable energy
is part of daily life in St. Moritz. One shining example
of this is the Romantik Hotel Muottas Muragl, with its
solar collectors. Another example is the sustainably
heated Church of St. Karl Borromäus. The village power
station has been producing electricity since 1932.

SINCE 2004, ST. MORITZ
HAS BEEN ABLE
TO CALL ITSELF AN
“ENERGY TOWN”.
S U M M E R 2 0 1 8 S T. M O R I T Z
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SPORTERLEBNIS

CUISINE

Photo: Stocksy

It’s practically impossible to leave the Engadin hungry. “Light” is not a
word that applies to the local cuisine – vegetables such as savoy cabbage
are often teamed with some form of pasta, butter and mountain cheese.
On the other hand, it’s versatile, shaped by the influences of newcomers
and migrants, and always a delight. At “Le Lapin Bleu”, for instance,
head chef Bruno Pasini prepares dishes with Italian gusto.
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CUISINE

LOCAL CUISINE
XX

TASTING THE
ENGADIN
The cuisine of the Engadin contains elements introduced to the region
by merchants and shepherds over the centuries, as well as items imported by
returning emigrants. Every family has its own particular recipe for many
of the local specialities. Visitors should be sure to try one (or all) of these dishes.
En Guete!

BÜNDNER BARLEY SOUP
No one should mistake this classic
for a light snack or starter; anyone
who does will soon realise their
mistake. Hearty, delicious Bündner
Gerstensuppe isn’t for the merely
peckish. It’s made with barley,
“Bündnerfleisch” (air-dried meat)
and vegetables.

PIZZOCCHERI
Not just pasta. Unlike most other
varieties, this type of pasta is made
from durum wheat flour and
buckwheat flour. Pizzoccheri are served
with vegetables such as savoy cabbage
or Swiss chard. The flavour of
this culinary delight is significantly
enhanced by its topping: Parmesan and
melted butter. The latter is involved
in most of the Engadin’s tastiest dishes!

GLETSCHERMUTSCHLI
For a long time, cheese and butter were rare commodities in
the Engadin, and farmers focused mainly on meat production.
However, as the number of tourists started to rise, so too
did the demand for cheese specialities. The typical Gletschermutschli, a semi-hard, mildly aromatic raw milk cheese, is
produced at the foot of the Morteratsch glacier.

20

INFO
More about
Engadin dining:
www.engadin.stmoritz.
ch/en/gastronomie
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MALUNS
This dish used to be a typical farmer’s meal, most probably
because of the simple ingredients: it requires only potatoes,
flour and butter – and some stewed apple or mountain
cheese as a topping.

PLAIN IN PIGNA

CAPUNS
They are the epitome of traditional Engadin cuisine. Put
simply, Capuns are stuffed
Swiss chard leaves. However,
there isn’t just one recipe;
there are countless variations and interpretations
of this speciality. The
basic ingredients always include Bündnerfleisch (air-dried meat),
Salsiz (a type of sausage),
Spätzli pasta and mountain
cheese. Capuns are served in a
smooth white sauce made with
milk or cream.

Illustrations: May van Millingen

ENGADIN NUT CAKE
Of course, you simply must
have a sweet treat after all
these hearty specialities –
so let’s have a drum roll,
please, for Engadiner Nusstorte.
This lovely pastry is believed to
actually originate from France. Confectioners once brought the flat shortcrust pastry filled with
caramelised walnuts to the region. How lucky for us that they did!

S U M M E R 2 0 1 8 S T. M O R I T Z

Translated literally,
“Plain in Pigna” means
“done in the oven”. And
that is where it is
prepared – or was, in
bygone days, in the
stove, right over the
glowing embers. Plain
in Pigna is not unlike
Rösti. However, if you
don’t want to instantly
reveal yourself to be a
tourist, don’t draw that
comparison in front of a
local. Still, there are
certain parallels. Like
Rösti, Plain in Pigna is
mostly potato. However,
it also contains flour,
seasoning, raw ham and
Salsiz sausage. The
perfect complement to
this speciality: salad,
sautéed chopped apple
or stewed cranberries.
One thing is certain:
you won’t be hungry
after this highly
nourishing dish.
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CHRISTIAN J. GOLDSMITH DINES AT …

LE LAPIN
BLEU
“Le Lapin Bleu” at Hotel Steffani is the oldest public
restaurant in St. Moritz. It has been open all year
round since 1869. It still serves fondue and a classic
saddle of venison. Find out why rabbit is hardly ever
on the menu at “The Blue Rabbit” …
P H OTO S : RO M A N O S A L I S

F

or the two girls, it was a lovely
childhood: all year round, good friends came
to stay in the big house with its many rooms
and plenty of secret spots for playing hide-andseek. If you were ever bored, you just went to
visit the rabbits in the hutch in the garden. At
some point, of course, Daniela Märky, now 32,
and her sister Francesca Märky, 27, realised
that they were actually living in their parents’
hotel; that the good friends were guests; and
that the rabbits occasionally disappeared into
the kitchen of “Le Lapin Bleu”. The restaurant,
St. Moritz’s first and oldest public one, was
founded in 1869 – and to this day it is open all
year round. The same goes for the Hotel
Steffani at the heart of St. Moritz, run today by
the two sisters, the fourth generation of hosts
to continue this living family tradition.
The sisters learned what it takes at other
leading establishments, such as the Dorchester
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Author Christian
J. Goldsmith
(above, at left)
in the kitchen of
“Le Lapin Bleu”.

in London, and in New York. This experience
enables them to keep providing the venerable
Steffani with new impulses to ensure it remains relevant. “Passion is the most important
part,” says Daniela. “We are here for our
guests 365 days a year, 24 hours a day, and
every single one of them is treated like a VIP.”
Francesca, co-manager responsible for the
hotel’s three restaurants, feels that “working in
front of the guests is becoming increasingly
important. They appreciate it if something
is sliced or prepared at the table.” That appreciation is enhanced by the charming homely
ambience that creates instant well-being. “We
have a bijou, a gem,” says Francesca – referring
to the 19th-century interior of “Le Lapin Bleu”,
made from local wood. It’s unusual today for
real rabbits to end up in the restaurant’s cooking pots. However, the sisters have deliberately
opted for good, hearty Swiss cuisine (“We’re
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Kitchen chef Bruno
Pasini preparing a saddle
of venison “BadenBaden” style. It might be
from a deer that the chef
himself shot: he is a
passionate huntsman.

“IT REFLECTS WHAT
ST. MORITZ REALLY IS:
IT’S A FUN PLACE!”
Francesca Märky, on the spirit of Hotel Steffani

“Le Lapin Bleu” not only offers delectable dining (top) – the historic ambience also
radiates well-being (above). Hostess Francesca Märky leafs through the visitors’ book,
which contains a poem by Erich Kästner (right).
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The new generation: sisters Francesca
(above, at left) and Daniela Märky run
the Hotel Steffani together. The hotel
still has a rabbit mascot today (right).

the only restaurant in the village that still offers a fondue in the evening!”), and have head
chef Bruno Pasini to thank for the Italian
touch provided by traditional pasta dishes.
Pasini, born in Italy’s Valtellina, has been at
the restaurant since 2007, following stations
in Madonna di Campiglio and Crans Montana.
Along with the classic “Châteaubriand”, you’ll
now find “Spaghetti alla Principessa” on the
menu – pasta with tomatoes and mozzarella in
garlic oil. Above all, though, Pasini is also a
keen hunter, which is why the famous saddle
of venison “Baden-Baden” style at “Le Lapin
Bleu” often comes from a deer he shot himself;
in fact, it’s not unusual for huntsmen to knock
at Pasini’s kitchen door to offer their fellow
hunter fresh goods.
Of course, there can’t but be a close link
between rabbits and the Steffani, not just in
the name of the restaurant. At the entrance to

INFO
As well as the restaurant
“Le Lapin Bleu”, the
Hotel Steffani also serves
diners with Engadin flair
at the “Stüva Grill” and
with Far Eastern charm at
“Le Mandarin”.
Hotel Steffani
Via Traunter Plazzas 6
7500 St. Moritz
T +41 81 836 96 96
www.steffani.ch/en
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the hotel, a rabbit sculpture stands guard. It
officially joined the family 80 years ago. Back
then, a rabbit on skis figured on posters for
the Winter Olympic Games of 1928, and the
Olympic mascot became the family mascot.
Daniela Märky chuckles: “The rabbit knows
everyone that comes and goes.” In fact, he saw
writer Erich Kästner, who in 1930 was inspired by the heights, the cuisine, or possibly
both, to write an amusing poem entitled
“Masked Ball in the High Mountains”. It can
be seen, in his handwriting, in the Steffani
visitors’ book. Of course, neither of the sisters
had been born then – but Daniela swears she
has spotted the rabbit giving a discreet little
wink on occasion.
The Steffani is intended to be fun, or – in
Francesca’s words – “to reflect what St. Moritz
really is: it’s a fun place.”
Author: Christian J. Goldsmith
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T

he popular Engadin holiday region of fers a multitude of
accommodation options, with choices to suit every taste, budget and requirement.
Good food, breathtaking views and excellent service are just some of the things that
tempt us to summer in St. Moritz. Whether planning a luxurious spa escape or a
family-friendly holiday programme, relaxation-seekers, adventurers, honeymooners
and families will all find their perfect retreat here. With so much choice, it’s not easy
to make the right decision, which is why we have compiled a small overview that will
help everyone find their perfect accommodation. In the end, only one thing matters:
feeling right at home as soon as you arrive!

T +41 81 836 60 00 • www.waldhaus-am-see.ch
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A mere five-minute walk from the station, this hotel appeals above
all for its excellent location right on Lake St. Moritz. You can
enjoy spectacular views from the restaurants and lake-view rooms.
This three-star superior hotel is the perfect choice for whisky
connoisseurs, thanks to the excellent “Devil’s Place” bar, listed in
“Guinness World Records” as the world’s biggest whisky bar. With
over 50,000 bottles, the wine cellar also has plenty to offer. Cigar
lovers will greatly appreciate the walk-in humidor.

Photos: PR, Mauritius-Images

HOTEL WALDHAUS AM SEE

Breakfast with a view:
Guests in the dining room
enjoy views of Lake
St. Moritz through arched
windows (top). The hotel in
its unique location directly
beside the lake (right).
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ALLEGRA!
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Arrive, switch off and enjoy. Any truly successful holiday
begins with choosing the right accommodation.
We set out to find retreats that cater to a wide range of wishes.
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Like the other rooms, the Superior Family Room is
decorated in one main colour and with delightful
antique furniture (left). The 1929 Art Nouveau villa
is situated on a slope (below).

HOTEL CHESA SPUONDAS
The perfect place for families with children: in
addition to the spacious family rooms, the
Chesa Spuondas has a playroom, and there are
special offers such as family days with a children’s entertainment programme. Each one of
the 17 rooms in this historic Art Nouveau villa
is unique, and partly furnished with antique

furniture. Some also have a tiled stove or fireplace. None of the rooms have a TV or telephone, so you can really relax and enjoy your
time here. Guests are also welcome to unwind
in the salon or browse the library.
T +41 81 833 65 88 • www.chesaspuondas.ch/en

The terraced hotel building (right)
is embedded in the picturesque
landscape of the Engadin. Enjoy this
view not only from the alpine-style
rooms (below), but also from the
rooftop bar (far right).

NIRA ALPINA
Pure relaxation awaits guests at designer hotel
Nira Alpina. Contemporary design meets the
rugged charm of alpine beauty in a modern
setting. The hotel is in the tiny Engadin village
of Silvaplana-Surlej, and has direct access to
the Corvatsch cable car. From there, you have
easy access to breathtaking hiking and cycling
routes. To satisfy the individual taste buds of
its international guests, dishes from all over
the world are served at “Stars” restaurant. For
younger guests, the Kids’ Club offers plenty of
fun and games.
T +41 81 838 69 69 • www.niraalpina.com
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ST. MORITZ YOUTH HOSTEL

Spacious family rooms with bunk
beds leave nothing to be desired
(above). After a long day outdoors,
guests can wind down in front of a
fire in the modern foyer (right).

Modern vibes meet typical hostel f lair. The
building is right on the edge of the Stazerwald,
in St. Moritz. In winter, you can warm up by
the open fire in the foyer and enjoy Swiss dining culture in the Fondue and Raclette Stübli.
Three wheelchair-accessible rooms complement the typical two- and four-bed dorms.
Designated a Top Family Hostel, the youth
hostel of St. Moritz offers family rooms and
various children’s discounts, as well as a very
well-equipped playroom.
T +41 81 836 61 11
www.youthhostel.ch/en/hostels/st-moritz

ART BOUTIQUE HOTEL MONOPOL
Stunning views and a luxurious ambience await guests
at the Art Boutique Hotel Monopol. The absolute
highlight is the Wellavista Rooftop SPA with the large
window front offering a clear view of the wonderful
Engadin landscape. Staying here puts you right in the
centre of St. Moritz, just two minutes from the Chantarella funicular. Italian-Mediterranean cuisine is
served at MONO restaurant. For variety, there are
special offers such as carving courses with former ski
racing champion Daniel Mahrer.
T +41 81 837 04 04 • www.monopol.ch/en

Photos: PR, monopol.ch (2)

Fabulous views from the
Wellavista Rooftop SPA
(above). The wellness
feel carries through to
the bright, modern rooms
and suites (below).
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The family room with separate
bedrooms is modern and flooded with
light (left). The restaurant, by
contrast, is charmingly rustic (below).

HOTEL PIZ
The hotel’s restaurant is well-known for its fabulous pizzas. In winter, you can wind down at the end of the day
in front of the fire in the rustic alpine chic of the lounge.
The small spa area also offers relaxation. Family-friendly
packages can be booked between June and September.
Children can test their limits at Silvaplana Sports Camp,
while their parents unwind in the sauna or steam bath.
With professional support, they will enjoy different activities every day at the Kids’ Tennis Camp or Kids’
Sport Camp, lunch included.
T +41 81 832 11 11 • www.piz-stmoritz.ch

RIVER INN
The newly opened River Inn combines a classic B&B with all the facilities of
a hotel. The breakfast buffet is included in the room price, but thanks to the
kitchenette you can cook for yourself the rest of the day. Families benefit
from children’s discounts and the availability of a baby cot, plus a storage
room for prams and suitcases. Another plus: your four-legged friend is also
welcome. The Signalbahn, which takes you to the Corviglia/Piz Nair ski
region, is only 400 metres from the hotel. In summer, there are cycle and
hiking trails starting right outside the door.
T +41 81 833 41 31 • www.riverinn.ch

In addition to the extensive breakfast
buffet (far left), guests are provided with
packed lunches for hikes (left) on request.
The rooms are furnished simply and
functionally (above).
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The Enoteca restaurant serves regional and
Mediterranean culinary delights (left).
The stately building dating back to 1864 is an
impressive sight, just like the living room of
the Tower Suite, with exposed wooden beams
and antique furniture (below).

KEMPINSKI GRAND HOTEL DES BAINS
The Kempinski Grand Hotel des Bains meets the very highest standards, thanks to its excellent service. Directly opposite the cable car to the Corviglia skiing and hiking region, guests can enjoy being pampered from morning till
night. An elegant air wafts through the rooms, suites and
luxurious residences. Culinary highlights are guaranteed
at the three restaurants, one of which holds a Michelin star.
The spa – with healthy, cleansing water from the Mauritius
Springs – offers 2,800 m2 of relaxation and alpine flair.
T +41 81 838 38 38 • www.kempinski.com/StMoritz

“A CHANGE IN THE WEATHER IS
SUFFICIENT TO RECREATE
THE WORLD AND OURSELVES.”
Marcel Proust

HOTEL CERVUS
The hotel is right on the Corviglia ski run, just a few
metres from the valley station of the Signalbahn. After an active day outdoors, you can relax in the indoor
pool or the various saunas. A cooling basin, special
showers and loungers complete the wellness offerings.
The extensive breakfast buffet is dedicated to giving
guests a healthy start to their day.

Photos: PR

T +41 81 385 00 00 • www.hotel-cervus.ch

Engadin country-house style: in the individually furnished,
Swiss-pine-panelled rooms, rustic wooden furniture meets cosy pelts
and traditional fabric patterns (above). The hotel is just as appealing
from the outside, with charming country-house elements such as the
façade painting and flower-bedecked wooden balconies (right).
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Only those who persevere reach their destination. It may be far away, across valleys and
over mountains. Perseverance shows strength, and is necessary in order to move
forward. For entrepreneurs such as Caspar Coppetti, or athletes such as Anne-Marie
Flammersfeld and Georgia Hauser, turning back is not an option. Because who knows
what wonderful views await, just beyond the next fork in the road?
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Although
entrepreneur Caspar
Coppetti never loses
sight of his goal, he
hadn’t expected the
overwhelming success
of his label “On”.

BUDDING ENTREPRENEURSHIP

SUCCESS
IN FOCUS
Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Swiss lifestyle label “On” is making a splash
worldwide with a unique take on jogging shoes.
The idea was born in the Engadin.
P H OTO S : RO M A N O S A L I S
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Caspar Coppetti,
who makes innovative
sports shoes
with two friends, is
himself a keen jogger
and happiest
being outdoors.

W
Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

hen the three best friends
meet up, they talk about all sorts of things:
sports, their hobbies – and how to turn the
world upside down. That’s what happened
when, in 2009, Caspar Coppetti and two
friends set off to hike through the Engadin
mountains. One of the threesome, world-class
triathlete Olivier Bernhard, had already
worked with an engineer to develop the concept for a running shoe that cushions impact
but also allows a strong push-off. “That
was something no other manufacturer was
offering,” says Coppetti. While still on the
hike, they reached an agreement with David
Allemann, the third man in the trio: This idea,
which would make jogging healthier and more
efficient, was to become a reality.
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“At the time, we were all already keen runners,” explains Coppetti, “so we wanted to
have these shoes ourselves, but also to have
them made for other athletes.” However, none
of the three founders would have dared to
dream that over the next seven years, three
and a half million people would be buying On
products. Today, the Zurich-based company
sells its shoes through 4,000 authorised dealers in 55 countries. Top athletes, such as
Swiss triathlete Nicola Spirig, swear by the
On special cushioning technology. In 2016,
Spirig won Silver at the 2016 Summer Olympic in Brazil wearing the model “Cloud”. “At
160 grams, this running shoe is the lightest
in the world,” says Coppetti. Just like its sister model, it cushions gently on impact. The
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What makes the On
jogging shoes so
special? Although the
sole cushions the foot
on impact, it pushes
off forcefully.

“THE LANDSCAPE
AND PEACE OF
THE ENGADIN
ARE PERFECT FOR
WORKING ON
NEW IDEAS.”
Caspar Coppetti, co-founder of On

sole, however, remains firm, facilitating a direct transmission of power when the wearer
pushes away from the ground. “This stops it
from feeling as if you were running on an exercise mat when you’re pushing off,” he adds.
Although the shoes go big on technology,
their design is decidedly understated – quite
unlike the frequently bright and multi-coloured footwear offered by the competition. That
hasn’t dampened enthusiasm for the Swiss innovation: stars like Venus Williams and Wim
Wenders are increasingly being spotted in
“Ons” off the track as well. Fans of the brand
have also been buying the manufacturer’s
functional clothing for two years now. “We had
nothing to wear,” jokes Coppetti, “so we designed the things that we had always wanted
for ourselves.” It’s a small but smart collection.
For the future, they are planning new products, among other things for trail running.
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Hiking boots are also a hot topic. Incidentally,
the three entrepreneurs chose the name “On”
because, according to Coppetti, “you’re
switched on and full of energy” in these shoes.
The three company directors meet twice a
year in the Engadin, away from the bustle of
everyday life that dominates the Zurich headquarters, to develop fresh ideas. “The light,
the air and the countryside – this area is perfect for brainstorming,” according to Coppetti, who is responsible for international sales.
His partners, head of marketing and design
David Allemann and head of development
Olivier Bernhard, agree wholeheartedly. For
the long term, they are planning a research
and development centre in the Engadin, in La
Punt, to be specific. It is to be embedded in a
large innovation campus. “We’re thinking of
an area between three and four thousand
square metres. Schools and international
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Below: the three founders of On – David Allemann, Caspar
Coppetti and Olivier Bernhard (from left) – are all avid runners, and
tested their sports shoes themselves first. Left: whether for the
professional or amateur runner, On shoes are ideal for any training level.
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companies can send their teams out to do research and develop new product ideas here in
peace,” explains Coppetti. Also involved in
the project are the municipality, the canton
and private investors. An architecture competition is planned for this year, followed by
a launch within the decade. All parties involved are convinced that it will be easy to
persuade leading innovators to join the socalled InnHub. “The landscape and peace of
the Engadin are perfect for working on new
ideas,” says the 42-year-old. Another advantage: once the On research and test centre is
firmly installed within this innovation campus, Coppetti will be able to enjoy after-work
jogs through the forests of the Engadin.
Author: Stefan Skiera

Photos: PR (2), Gettyimages (1)

Thanks to the flexible sole, On shoes are ideal for all-terrain
jogging. They perform well on any surface. As ingenious as
the shoe is, its design is deliberately reduced. Fans of the
specially cushioned On sport shoe include top athletes like
Swiss triathlete Nicola Spirig (below).
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CASPAR COPPETTI’S THREE
FAVOURITE ROUTES
It’s not hard to find a nice running or hiking trail in the
Engadin. On the contrary: you’ll be spoilt for choice with
all the picturesque routes. Caspar Coppetti has selected
his three favourites for us.
EASY RUN
From Lake St. Moritz to Lake Staz
The route starts in St. Moritz Bad at the Catholic church next to the ice
arena. First you run along the southern shore of Lake St. Moritz, often in
the shade of the trees. Then it’s on to the dairy, once around Lake Staz and
back along the upper forest path, where it ends on the Via Giand’Alva.
Length: 6 km
Time: 35–45 minutes
PLEASANT HIKE
From Maloja to Silvaplana
Easy hiking tour across the northern flank of the Inn Valley with views
of the Engadin lake plateau. The route goes through forests of Swiss
stone pine and larch trees, past little streams and through alpine meadows. Route: First take the no. 4 bus from St. Moritz towards Maloja,
walk to the tiny village of Grevasalvas, then via Föglias to Silvaplana.
Return on the no. 4 bus.
Length: 13.1 km
Time: 4½ hours
Ascent: 551 metres
Descent: 560 metres
ALPINE TOUR
From La Punt to Muottas Muragl
The hike takes you through the narrow gorge of Val Chamuera. You pass
the alpine building of Serlas just before crossing the tiny Ova Chamuera
river. Then comes the ascent through Prüna valley to the top of the
Fuorcla Muragl Pass. If you’re lucky, you might see ibex at the top. Soon
you’ll come to the lovely lake Lej Muragl, which is perfect for a rest. An
hour’s descent, and you’ll be at Muottas Muragl. From there, the funicular runs down to the valley.
Length: 18 km
Time: 6½ hours
Ascent: 1,230 metres
Descent: 480 metres
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ABOUT
CASPAR COPPETTI
The co-founder of On
running shoe company
grew up in Mollis in
north-east Switzerland,
studied economics at
St. Gallen, and worked for
consulting company
McKinsey and advertising
agency Young & Rubicam.
Today, he is in charge of
international sales at On,
and spends 100 days a
year abroad. Coppetti
divides his time between
Zurich and La Punt near
St. Moritz. He is a keen
snowboarder, mountain
biker and trail runner.
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RUNNING IN THE ENGADIN

ONWARDS AND
UPWARDS
It’s easy to reach your physical limits around St. Moritz.
Endurance training and enjoying the countryside
go hand in hand – as these three Engadin locals show.

ANNE-MARIE’S PROFESSIONAL TRAIL RUNNING TIPS
“Run at your own speed”
No matter how long or how
steep your trail is, you
should run at your own
individual speed. Running
uphill is a good way to
become more familiar with
your capability. If you run
too fast at the beginning,
you’ll be at your limit after
a few vertical metres. If you
can hear your own pulse
beating in your ears, then
you’re running too fast.
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“Study the trails”
It’s not just about theoretical
preparations, but also about
practical actions. You can
pace yourself well if you
read the trail while you’re
running. From time to time,
you have to look up and
check the course ahead.
If you’re on a steep uphill
run, it’s a good idea to
change to a fast hiking pace
(known as “speed hiking”).
When going downhill, it’s

advisable to temper your
speed and cushion your
steps. Don’t worry about
your muscles aching: it happens to everyone who hasn’t
run downhill for a while.
“Good equipment”
One of the main differences
between trail running and
road running is the profiled
sole of the shoes. On longer
runs, you should bring a
small running backpack

with a lightweight jacket,
a snack and a drinking
bottle. Make sure you have
large plasters in your firstaid kit. If you trip over a
stone, chances are you’ll end
up with more than a few
scratches. For a mountain
run, it’s a good idea to
bring telescopic walking
sticks made of carbon.
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PROFESSIONAL RUNNER
AND PERSONAL TRAINER:
ANNE-MARIE
FLAMMERSFELD
The Engadin is perfect for runners.
Anne-Marie Flammersfeld knows the best
routes for trail running

Photos: Filip Zuan

Running is a primal activity. It doesn’t require
much, apart from the courage to give it a try.
Get away from the road, off the asphalt, and
into the wooded hills. Nothing is too steep, too
long or too high. The unique landscape of the
Engadin makes it a trail runner’s paradise. If
you’ve been around the world, you’ll realise just
 ngadin,
how special our local trails are. In the E
you start at 1,800 metres, and after climbing
for a few hundred metres, you leave the trees
behind. This is where the world-class trails
start. The view is enchanting, with sparkling
blue lakes reflecting the mountain panorama.
Which route shall I run today? Where do I
feel like going? Shall I stay at the bottom of the
valley and cruise along a hilly path through the
Stazerwald? Or shall I venture into rougher terrain and take a technical trail across the Fuorcla Surlej to the valley Val Roseg? I don’t make
plans; I simply run wherever the mood takes
me. Every trail is an adventure and has its own
fabulous highlights, such as the “Via E
 ngiadina”
between St. Moritz and Maloja (approx. 20 km).
On this route, you automatically go with the
flow, and wish for it to never end.
If you run towards Piz Mezdi early in the
morning on the shady side of the Rosatsch region, you’ll be treated to a very special experience. The ascent is short and steep, you’ll run
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Sports professional and ultra trail runner
Anne-Marie Flammersfeld knows
from experience that the Engadin has the
right running trails for everyone!

through various vegetation zones and end up
just below the peak in an ancient landscape
strewn with millions of stones. Then the view
suddenly opens up over the peak to the vast glacier world of Piz Bernina. The white ice giants
stand in stark contrast to the rusty brown of
the rocks. The 360-degree panoramic view of
the peak plateau will almost make you dizzy.
The Engadin has the perfect trails for every
level. Best of all, they usually start right outside the front door. Yellow signposts point you
in the right direction. Discovering new routes
is part of trail running. It’s all about exploring,
about leaving the familiar paths and trusting
in your own strengths. You don’t usually experience that on the asphalt trails of the city.
Author: Anne-Marie Flammersfeld
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PRESIDENT OF THE ENGADIN SKI
MARATHON: URS PFISTER
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everyone should have the option to enjoy a section or the entire route in comfort.
What does the timetable look like? The Engadin
Ski Marathon has a big anniversary in 2018. Is
that being considered? We want to take the first
step towards the Engadin Arena. We already
presented the timetable to the public as part of
the 50th anniversary.
Are you in communication with other comparable projects – for instance, with the people from
the Vasaloppet? We’re in active dialogue with
the Worldloppet Association, and we meet up
at least once a year. We’ve already spoken about
shared apps and campaigns.
What types of sports will the Engadin Arena be
suited to? We have put together a catalogue that
includes exotic sports – for example, water
sports. Of course, popular sports such as running and cycling are also included, as is
cross-country skiing. But we want to remain
open and offer a platform for every type of endurance sport.
What are your favourite sports? Cross-country skiing – I’ve completed almost 30 Engadin
races. I also love mountain and rock climbing,
and hunting.
What should guests do here in summer? All
they should really do is enjoy nature. My
secret tip is the Val Bever. It has everything:
you can watch the animals, there are lovely
walks, and it’s quiet and peaceful. It’s my
favourite valley!

Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

The idea of a year-round, open-air endurance
sports facility is part of the strategy development
of the Engadin Ski Marathon. How did it come
about? Urs Pfister: The idea is to stage our
lovely valley along the entire stretch of the
marathon route. It’s intended to show that
endurance sport can be a versatile year-round
activity. And that we have the best infrastructure for it.
Does the altitude also play a part? Absolutely. We’ve borrowed a little from the Vasaloppet
race in Sweden. It showed us that you have to
communicate the infrastructure and the natural beauty you have. To us, it’s a given, but
perhaps it’s not quite so obvious to our guest,
the endurance athlete. We want to show what
tremendous possibilities are on offer, especially on the valley floor.
That’s actually something top athletes discovered years ago. Yes, and now we want to show
the recreational athletes. And of course, we
also want to be able to provide the appropriate
infrastructure – hence the project.
You mentioned the infrastructure, which actually already exists … Correct. But I think we
should define various locations. We want entry
points with excellent connections to public
transport that offer certain facilities. There
could be a repair-materials service, a changing
room, a restaurant or the option to purchase
food. We have some endurance athletes that
might cycle 10 km. And we have others who
would rather cycle 200 km. In this arena,

Interview: Roberto Rivola
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The Engadin Arena is set to make the route of the Engadin Ski Marathon
accessible all year round. Urs Pfister, president of the Engadin Ski
Marathon, talked to us about the possibilities the upgrade will open up
to summer sports enthusiasts in the Engadin.
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AMATEUR ATHLETE AND PARTICIPANT
IN THE VERTICAL SUMMER RUN: GEORGIA HAUSER
Georgia (27) took part in the first Vertical Summer Run in St. Moritz. It wasn’t so much
the idea of winning that motivated her – and she only spent a short time at the finish.

The final steps to the finish were probably the
most challenging, but also the most amazing,
of the Vertical Summer Run. Georgia Hauser
focused all her strength on getting up the
steps. A few seconds later, it was all over. Relief, happiness, pride – all things the 27-yearold must have been feeling when, after 1 hour
and 20 minutes, she passed the “Free Fall”, the
finish of the first St. Moritz Vertical Summer

High up: the first finish
line of the Vertical
Summer Run, the Free
Fall (left). Those who
passed the finish line
were rewarded with
fabulous views (bottom
left). One of the
participants was Georgia
Hauser, who loves cycling
as much as running
(bottom right).

Run. It was windy at the top. The runners
congratulated each other and enjoyed the
views. But not for long. “We had a quick
non-alcoholic beer,” Georgia explains, “and
then headed back to the valley.” By train, not
on foot. Well-earned – the five-and-a-half
kilometres and 1,000 vertical metres that
Georgia completed were quite a challenge.
The starting shot was fired in St. Moritz Dorf.
Then the participants jogged to Salastrains
and finally up the core stretch of the race, the
Men’s Downhill course of the FIS Alpine Ski
World Championships. The sporting highlight of the challenging run was without a
doubt the Free Fall. The steepest section of
any downhill ski race served as the final stage
before the Vertical Summer Run finish. “A
lovely challenge,” says Georgia Hauser – and
one of the reasons why she decided to take
part. She had no particular ambition to be the
first across the finish line. “I actually held
back at the beginning.” Gradually, Georgia
was able to move up, and finished in 28th position. A total of 238 athletes put on their
running shoes for the Vertical Summer Run.
Georgia didn’t undergo any particular
training before the event – apart from once
running up the Corviglia. “I’m generally pretty active. Mountain biking and sailing in summer, cross-country skiing in winter.” She goes
running whenever the weather is bad or if her
bike is being repaired. Otherwise she’s off on
rides three or four times a week, for four or five
hours at a time. What she likes about mountain biking in particular: the freedom and the
solitude. She doesn’t have any particular training times; the qualified paramedic gets out
whenever she wants to. “Sometimes, when
I don’t feel like it, I don’t force myself.” But
usually Georgia’s motivation wins the day:
“You always know that you’ll feel better after
exercising.”
Author: Lisa Bierbauer
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There is one thing that all people who have done something for the first time
have in common: a change of perspective. Rethinking the familiar. An opera
performance in the midst of a peaceful forest? Why not! Winter tourism at
a summer spa resort? Sure! Innovation is a tradition in St. Moritz. Free spirits
and bold thinkers have always lived here. Some even have memorials in
their memory – in museums that are worth a visit, even when it’s not raining.
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Pure adrenalin since 1884:
the Cresta Run. What makes
this sport, invented in the
Upper Engadin, special is the
natural ice run, which
competitors tackle head-first.

INVENTED BY ST. MORITZ

Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

HOME OF
PIONEERS
For more than 154 years, St. Moritz has been driven by the energy of
innovation. The pioneering spirit was originally awakened by a bet.
What followed? Well, quite a lot.
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The continent’s first curling club was founded in St. Moritz in 1880.
The sport is like lawn bowls on ice. Its goal is to move curling stones closer to
a target marked on the ice than the opposing team does.

t was summer in the Engadin.
The year was 1864. The houses in the village
were reflected on the deep-blue surface of Lake
St. Moritz, and from the surrounding mountaintops the pine forests looked like dark-green
dots. Hikes, walks, carriage rides – summer
visitors had plenty to keep them entertained.
Then as now, St. Moritz was popular with
guests from all over the world during the
warmer months, not least as a spa, thanks to
its mineral springs. However, the village was
not especially popular as a holiday resort in
winter. Until that day in late summer 1864,
when hotelier Johannes Badrutt had a group
of English guests at the Kulm Hotel. Before
their departure, they shared a glass or two to
celebrate their enjoyable stay. At the end of the
evening, Johannes Badrutt invited the group

Photos: © Kulm Hotel St. Moritz
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to visit in winter. “I’ll bet you that winter in
St. Moritz is much nicer than it is in England –
paradise on earth.” He was so sure of himself,
he promised to pay all their travel expenses if
his prediction turned out to be untrue.
INVENTING WINTER
TOURISM IN THE ALPS
According to legend, four Britons accepted
Johannes Badrutt’s invitation and returned
shortly before Christmas 1864. Unlike the cold
and wet weather in England at this time of
year, winter days in St. Moritz were (and generally still are) clear and sunny. Since the gentlemen ended up staying until Easter, it’s safe
to assume that they must have had the best
winter of their lives. The hotelier had won his
bet. Winter tourism in the Alps was born.
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The very first curling tournament took place in 1880 (1).
Even faster than curling: a ride on a bobsleigh (2)
or horse racing on Lake St. Moritz (3). Golf has been
swinging in the Alps since 1889 (4).
1

2

4

3

plenty around St. Moritz) than just ice skate,
the people of the Engadin applied their inventiveness there, too. First came ice cricket
(1896), followed by horse racing on frozen
Lake St. Moritz (1907), then the first attempts
at flying (1909), as well as golf and polo tournaments (1979 and 1987). Major events also
helped raise the profile of this village in the
Engadin. For instance, it hosted the first official Winter Olympics in 1928 and the first
Snowboarding World Championship on the
European continent in 1987.
SPORTING INNOVATIONS
FOR SUMMER
Winter sports was not the only area where
St. Moritz proved imaginative and progressive.
True pioneers were no longer content with
spending the summer splashing in Lake
Silvaplana or hiking through the surrounding
mountains. Where better to combine the delights of golf with spectacular panoramic
views than in the Alps? That’s probably what
some intrepid golfers felt when, in 1889, they

1864

1879

1884

1889

19 0 7

Winter tourism
in St. Moritz

First electric light
in Switzerland

Invention of the
Cresta Run

Construction of the
original bobsleigh

First horse
race on ice
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NEW SPORTS FOR WINTER
That was by no means the only innovation
made in St. Moritz. After 1864, as guests increasingly started coming to the Engadin for
winter as well, there were endless new inventions. Summer sports were well established in
St. Moritz, but what were visitors to do in winter? Send curling stones across the ice, for one.
The first curling club on the continent was
founded in St. Moritz in 1880. Another sport
that was first practised by the Brits in St. Moritz
in 1884 is even more legendary today: the
Cresta Run. Anyone who hurls themselves
head-first down an icy track, clad in a tight
bodysuit, needs courage, but is rewarded with
a healthy dose of adrenalin. The boldest of athletes still race towards Celerina on a toboggan
today. The next form of winter sport was invented in 1889: bobsleighing. The original version of today’s sleigh consisted of two skeleton
sleds tied together. The first bobsleigh track
was opened in 1904.
And because there is more to do on a frozen lake (of which, as we all know, there are

C U LT U R E
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“Is this going to work?”observers of the first
attempts at flying over a frozen lake (5) must
have asked themselves. The sun almost always
shines in St. Moritz – and since 1930 has
done so as a registered trademark (6). Let
there be light – electric light came to the
Grand Restaurant of the Kulm Hotel in 1879
(7). Revolutionary: the first surplus-energy
hotel of the Alps, at 2,456 metres (8).

became the first to swing their clubs on
Europe’s highest mountain range. However, it
was to be well over another century before the
first Windsurfing World Championship was
held on an inland lake in St. Moritz in 1994. It
was followed by the first summer polo games
in the Alps in 1995.

6

7

8

TECHNICAL INVENTIONS
Sport is both passion and life in the Engadin,
but the innovative spirit of St. Moritz is also
clearly evident in other areas. Technical progress has always been an important endeavour.
Once again, St. Moritz hotelier Johannes Badrutt was the pioneering spirit behind it.
In 1879, he surprised his guests at the Grand
Restaurant of the Kulm Hotel with electric
light – making him the first person in Switzerland to use this type of lighting. The trend-
setter had only found out about it himself at the
World Expo in Paris. It was to be another ten
years before the first telephone was installed in
the Canton of Graubünden, adding a second
communication option, after the telegraph.
And another seven years before anyone could
ascend the Alps on the first electric tram.
St. Moritz is still full of ideas today. Since
2010, guests can stay at the first surplus energy hotel in the Alps on Muottas Muragl. It’s
famous not only for its fabulous views, but also
for the fact that the hotel produces more electricity than it consumes. By the way: it’s no
coincidence that the sun shines favourably on
St. Moritz both in summer and in winter. In
1930, the mountain village became the first
resort to have a registered trademark – the sun
– in its logo. Now, if that’s not a good sign …
Author: Lisa Bierbauer
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First Winter
Olympics

First Snowboarding World Championship
on the European continent

First surplus-energy
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hotel in the Alps
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THE SOUND OF ST. MORITZ

MOZART UNDER
THE TALL LARCHES
Fortunately, magic moments don’t require a wizard. They can also be
experienced in nature – and in the world of sounds. In the Taiswald in Pontresina on this
pleasant summer morning, everything comes together on the forest stage.
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A different kind of concert hall:
at the summer concerts in the
Taiswald, the setting is just as
important as the music
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Renowned guest musician from Turkey: pianist, composer and exceptional
talent Fazil Say at the piano in the Taiswald of the Engadin

Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

t’s almost 11 in the morning. The
Taiswald near Pontresina is a veritable hive of
activity. A group of sprightly hikers advances
along forest paths with determination, while
young parents propel their high-tech pushchairs over bumpy trails. The birds are singing,
and barking dogs can be heard in the distance.
This is what a normal summer’s day in the Engadin sounds like. But wait a minute – what’s
that? Tinkling piano sequences, constantly interrupted by powerful chords, reverberating
through the forest. Did we just hear a few bars
from Mozart’s “Piano Sonata No. 11”? Here, in
the midst of Swiss stone pines and larches,
where walkers come to enjoy the sounds of nature? Giovanni Ferrara, a keen mountaineer
from Milan, nods happily. “A stage in the middle of the forest, a world-class pianist at the
piano – for this concert, I’ll even forget about
the wonderful mountain peaks around us.”
A few metres along, the path leads up to a
small, sunny forest clearing. A simple wooden
pavilion, filled almost entirely by a full-sized
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grand piano, is the stage, while a bench between a couple of tree trunks is the artist’s
changing room. Currently, it is occupied by
none other than Fazil Say, definitely not a
ga rden-va r iet y, or even forest-va r iet y,
pianist. The highly talented Turkish musician
is still signing autographs, chatting to fans and
posing for selfies until shortly before the concert is due to start.
Classical music in the midst of the Taiswald
has been part of Pontresina’s musical traditions for over a hundred years. Ever since the
Belle Époque, the very finest salon music has
been played throughout summers on this tiny
forest stage. It was built specifically for the spa
orchestra, as the Camerata Pontresina was still
called at that time. The village is one of the few
spa resorts to also remain loyal to its orchestra
in times of war and crisis. Summer visitors to
the Engadin reward that loyalty to this day –
around 7,000 music lovers come to the forest
concerts every year. Musicians from various Swiss orchestras come here during the
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summer to perform at 99 free salon concerts
between June and September. Dr. Jürg H. Frei,
artistic director of the Camerata Pontresina
and the ensemble’s flautist since 1989, on the
origins of this tradition: “In the days long before CDs and smartphones, composers wanted
their works to be performed in bourgeois
salons and hotels, so they wrote interpretations for smaller ensembles.”
The success is due in part to the special
concert atmosphere in the forest clearing, but
also to the fact that no two performances are
the same. There is a different programme and
cast every day. For the constantly changing
repertoire, Dr. Jürg H. Frei draws on his

ABOUT MARTIN GROSSMANN

Fazil Say, pianist

music library, with its approximately 25,000
titles. “This keeps it interesting, not only for
audiences who know their classical music, but
also for us musicians.” For a musician of such
international renown as Fazil Say to grace the
Taiswald with a solo performance, as he did in
the summer of 2017, is a first in the long history of the forest stage. It came about thanks to
Christian Jott Jenny, the founder of the Festival da Jazz in neighbouring St. Moritz. The
idea came to him on one of his walks to
Pontresina with jazz greats who had been
lodging with him.
On this particular June morning, Fazil Say
enchants his audience with jazzy compositions
of his own, plus Mozart, Satie and a variation
of Gershwin’s “Summertime”. The pianist is
full of praise after the concert. “I am used to
playing in halls with perfect acoustics, and for
people in evening wear. Here, the audience includes hikers, cyclists and babies in pushchairs, as well as trees, dogs and birds. An entirely new, and entirely wonderful, experience!”
Author: Anina Rether
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INFO
Performances in 2018:
From 17 June to 23
September, 11am until
noon in the Taiswald
(in good weather).
www.salonorchesterstmoritz.ch

Bellini’s opera “Bianca e Fernando” was performed
at the Maloja Palace in 2016. “In terms of quality, the
best opera so far,” according to Martin Grossmann.
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“BEING ABLE TO
PLAY HERE IS THE
MOST WONDERFUL
EXPERIENCE!”
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Martin Grossmann was born in
Zurich in 1953. He grew up in
Küsnacht, and spent much of his
childhood in the Engadin. After
studying at the ETH Zurich and the
HSG St. Gallen, he worked as a
mechanical engineer, and later
founded the marketing
consultancy MAGMA. Grossmann’s
family has close links to St. Moritz.
His great-grandfather Walter
Chiodera, for instance, was the
architect of the hotels Badrutt’s Palace
and Reine Victoria. Grossmann
himself earned his spurs in the
Engadin, including stints finding
sponsors for the Jackson Cup Curling
Tournament, the Engadin Festival and
the White Turf. He has been involved
with Opera St. Moritz since it was
founded, and ran it from 2003 until
2017. Grossmann has two adult sons,
and lives with his wife on Lake Zurich
and in Champfèr.

E
I N T EM
R VUISESW

OPERA UP CLOSE
Seeing fabulous performers up close, experiencing high-class
music in the mountain world of the Engadin – Opera St. Moritz
is an event for culture aficionados looking for something special.
President Martin Grossmann looks back at 19 years of Opera.

Fotos: Xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

M

r Grossmann, could you please explain the concept of Opera St. Moritz? Martin Grossmann:
What makes Opera St. Moritz so special is the proximity of
the audience to the performers, which you don’t have in an
ordinary opera house. We only play in beautiful, extraordinary places that cannot be compared to opera houses. Often
in the dining rooms of hotels, where you have to accommodate an orchestra with 40 musicians, a chorus with 30 singers, the stage set and the audience in a space of 400 square
metres. The audience is in the middle of it all, effectively on
the stage, and feels like part of the performance.
Opera St. Moritz was founded in 1999, and first performed
in 2000. What were your personal highlights of the past
19 years? The very first performance was special. We wanted to use the wonderful countryside of the Engadin – the
“Festival Hall of the Alps”, as Hans Peter Danuser, who was
spa director at the time, put it – as the staging for the opera.
We had the stands outside the Hotel Kronenhof in Pontresina, and the hotel entrance was the stage. The performance
was Rossini’s “Il viaggio a Reims” – outside, against the wonderful backdrop of the mountains. But by the same token,
we also came up against the limits of an open-air event in
this first year: during the dress rehearsal, it was so hot that
the lacquer on the cellos and violins started to melt, and the
rest of the performances were literally washouts because it
either rained or snowed during the entire season.
But you didn’t let these issues get you down … Not at all, because the response was so enthusiastic. So we said we’d carry on, but not do it outdoors – or rather, have a back-up as
well.
What other highlights have you had with the Opera? In the
second year we had a Swiss premiere of “Oberto” by Verdi at
Badrutt’s Palace Hotel, and were able to do a performance
on the terrace until the interval, with views of Piz Rosatsch.
That was amazing! In 2004 we performed Rossini’s opera
“Il Turco in Italia” in the middle of the lobby of the Badrutt’s
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Palace. Roland Fasel, a brilliant hotelier who was running the
hotel at the time, really did everything he could to ensure the
performances were a success. That was the breakthrough for
the Opera – it sold out completely. I was also impressed in
2009, our tenth anniversary. We were performing “Il Barbiere
di Siviglia” at the Maloja P
 alace, which was my father’s favourite opera – and mine, too, at the time. And then again in 2016,
again at the Maloja Palace, “Bianca e Fernando” by Bellini. A
sensational opera that had only been performed three times
in Italy, and nowhere else in the world. In terms of quality,
that has been the best production so far.
How does the opera ensemble come together? We purposely
play in the summer holidays, when opera houses are closed
and soloists have no performances. Every year we have a different team with soloists from all over the world, including a
few favourites who often return. Not just because they are excellent artists, but also wonderful people. We rehearse all
through May, every day, in the cold, deserted Engadin, so you
have to have quite a special troupe.
This year, the theme of our magazine is “visionary”. What entrepreneurial challenges do you have to overcome in order to realise a vision like Opera St. Moritz every year? The biggest challenge is financing it, because an opera is the most complex
and most expensive form of classical music. In the early days,
we had a budget of CHF 1.5 million for eight performances.
Today we have half that for five performances. That’s why I
am so proud that despite those restrictions, we are able to
keep increasing the quality and the uniqueness. It’s thanks in
no small part to the Engadin itself, because the conditions
here are tremendous. Another factor is that ten years ago, we
started opening other venues so we could spread the high
fixed costs more evenly, which will help us to remain viable
in the future. We started in Basel in 2006, and in Interlaken
in 2017. This year we’re having a break, and in 2019 we’ll be
celebrating our 20th anniversary with Verdi’s “I due Foscari”.
Interview: Yasmine Sailer
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o see St. Moritz and the Engadin
looking even lovelier than in their natural
state, you will have to go to one of these three
museums. You’ll have to decide yourself which
is your favourite:

ALPINE GLOW WITH SEGANTINI
It’s not difficult to succumb to the magic of the
mountain world, even less so in the Engadin.
That’s what happened to Giovanni Segantini
(1858–1899). Hardly any other artist has been
able to inspire such longing for the grandeur
of the peaks, for the distant horizons, the glistening light, the undisturbed views and the
isolated silence as Segantini, who grew up in
Milan and died in the Engadin. But it is by no
means only the shimmering alpine glow that
casts a spell. The people in his paintings are
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still completely unaffected by the approaching
modernisation of life. Globalisation, digital
world or industrial pollution? Still a long way
off! The mountain farmers’ only concerns, all
those years ago, were for their animals and
their own survival.
The Segantini Museum, which was built in
1908, towers over Lake St. Moritz. Under the
mighty dome of the defiant building, not unlike a mausoleum, resides the artist’s main
work: “Life – Nature – Death”. The monumental triptych, in which nature plays the main
role, consists of the three parts “Life”, “Nature”
and “Death”. Together with the famous “Ave
Maria Crossing the Lake” and “Midday in the
Alps”, it makes the collection the most comprehensive and most significant ensemble by this
great innovator of alpine painting.
His drawings are also of great charm. In
his paintings, Segantini uses strong colours to
create unique atmospheric pictures. By contrast, his scenes drawn with pencil, chalk or
charcoal – a sleeping shepherd, a herd in a
storm, a sower – are all the more effective in
pared-down black and white.

INFO
Segantini Museum
Via Somplaz 30
T +41 81 833 44 54
Opening hours:
20 May until 20 October
and 10 December 2018
until 20 April 2019
Tue–Sun, 10am–noon
and 2pm– 6pm
Night of Museums:
13 July 2018
www.segantinimuseum.ch/en
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Above: Giovanni Segantini’s magnum opus “Life – Nature – Death”
can be admired under a vast dome. Right: In 1908, the Segantini
Museum in St. Moritz was built in honour of the artist.

ALL-WEATHER PROGRAMME

READY FOR
THE MUSEUM
What to do on a rainy summer day, when the planned hike or
swim is literally a washout? Head for the museums of St. Moritz,
which have plenty on offer for history fans and art lovers. We present
the Segantini Museum, Museum Engiadinais and Berry Museum.
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The 21 rooms of the Museum Engiadinais
provide an authentic impression of the Engadin
lifestyle over the past 500 years. The museum
was built in 1906 in the style of an E ngadin house,
and has since been refurbished (right).

FARMING LIFE IN THE ENGADIN
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What was the
farmhouse
parlour once
used for?
An e-guide
included in the
price of the
entry ticket
entertainingly
explains all.

INFO
Museum Engiadinais
Via dal Bagn 39
T +41 81 833 43 33
Opening hours:
20 May until 20 October
daily 10am– 6pm, Thu until
8pm, Tue closed and
1 December 2018 until
20 April 2019 daily
2pm– 6pm, Thu until
8pm, Tue closed
Night of Museums:
13 July 2018
www.museumengiadinais.ch

with spice boxes and copper saucepans? Or
perhaps the bedroom, with the baby’s crib and
the four-poster bed with a skeleton carved into
the wooden ceiling to remind us that death is
omnipresent?
This collection of national importance contains around 4,000 items, gathered by beer
brewer and timber merchant Riet Campell
(1866–1951). Refurbished two years ago, the
museum that he founded in 1906 easily transports the historic rooms into today’s times,
speaking of long-forgotten ways of life.

Photos: Daniel Martinek/PR (3), PR (2)

Sulèr, Stabelle, Kammtasche, Chadafö – these
strange-sounding words mean nothing to you?
Then get yourself to the Museum E
 ngiadinais.
With the typical funnel-shaped windows,
“Sgraffiti”-covered façade, the bay and the
wooden entrance portal, it is not only one of
the loveliest E
 ngadin buildings in St. Moritz,
it is also home to countless treasures and stories from farming life throughout the past 500
years. Elegantly panelled and fully furnished
rooms from the upper classes of E
 ngadin society in the 16th to 19th centuries form the heart
of the museum.
The journey through time starts in the
“Sulèr”, the broad entrance area through which
the hay cart would have been driven into the
barn. People lived, loved and suffered in the
rooms above. As in the old days, the creaking
of the wooden floor will follow your every step;
the rooms smell of Swiss stone pine, and the
thick walls keep out the summer heat. There
are 21 rooms – which one is the loveliest of all?
The “Stüva da Zuoz”, with its lavishly embroidered “Kammtasche” (wall decoration) and
climbable oven steps leading to the bedroom
above? The cosy parlour with the historic card
game, decorated “Stabellen” (chairs) and pewter carafes? The impressive “Stua da Mesocch”
with its artistically carved coffered ceiling?
The snug “Chadafö” (the fire house = kitchen)
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FROM SPA PHYSICIAN
TO MOUNTAIN PAINTER
The open-air studio of Peter Robert Berry II
(1864–1942) on the Bernina Pass (2,235 m
altitude) was little more than a few posts
and planks protecting the artist against wind
and snowdrift. Like his friend and mentor
Giovanni Segantini, the St. Moritz spa phys
ician was happiest painting his large-scale oil
paintings of mountains
outdoors. Clad only in
boots, spats, a coat and
hat to protect himself
against the inclement
a lpine weather, at dusk
Berry would ski back to
the mountain hostel on
the Julier or Bernina.
There he spent the winter months painting and,
in the evenings, playing
his piano. The canvas, still fresh, covered by a
wooden crate, awaiting his return the following day for weeks to come. Bear this in mind
when you look at the pictures and you will appreciate the artist’s endeavour to capture the
intensity of the light reflections in the snow.
After attending renowned art schools
in Munich and Paris, Peter Robert Berry II
eventually gave up medicine to devote himself

THE ARTIST’S
PASSION BECOMES
EVIDENT ON
CLOSER CONTEMPLATION OF THE
PAINTINGS.

How the artist Peter Robert
Berry saw himself. The
self-portrait was painted
with oil on canvas in 1913.

entirely to his art. His paintings portray
the harsh and often dangerous lives of the
coachmen and those who kept the mountain
passes cleared, who supplied the valley with
food, and who carried their passengers to safety through the cold and darkness. Peter Robert
Berry did not just record the beauty of the
mountains under the southern sky, but also
paid full attention to other subjects. His nudes
reveal the artist’s skilled hand, as does the large
“Horse Racing on the Frozen Lake”, 1912, which
catches the movement of the galloping horses
in a futuristic style. Now housed in his former
surgery and run by Berry’s descendants, the
museum is testimony to his lifelong passion for
the Engadin mountains.
Author: Anina Rether

INFO
Berry Museum
Via Arona 32
T +41 81 833 30 18
Opening hours:
14 June until
19 October and
10 December 2018
until 19 April 2019
Mon to Fri 2pm– 6pm
Night of Museums:
13 July 2018
www.berrymuseum.com

Left: The Berry Museum in the family’s Villa
Arona of 1905. Above: “The Great Silent Glow”
(1910) and “Posta del Bernina” (1908)
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As amazing as innovations and technical progress are, it would be foolish to
ignore the worth of the traditional. St. Moritz values those who use knowledge
passed down through the generations. Such as alpine herdsman Elmar Bigger,
who has been summering in the mountains for almost 50 years and, as an
entrepreneur, simultaneously preserves and reinvents his trade.
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M A N U FA K T U R

A MOUNTAIN
SUMMER
Elmar Bigger has been summering on the mountain above Celerina, not far from
St. Moritz, with large herds of cattle for decades. An insight into his challenging
life on Marguns, shortly before driving his cattle down to the valley.
P H OTO S : RO M A N O S A L I S , F I L I P Z UA N
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LIVING ON THE ALP

ARTS & CRAFTS

Getting up when others are still fast asleep: early in the
morning, at 4.30am, mountain farmer Elmar Bigger and his
helper bring the cows into the shed to milk them.

T

he gondola ride from Celerina
to Marguns on a mid-September morning
swiftly takes us from the still-green valley to
meadows finely dusted with white. The grazing
cattle are not bothered, nor is Elmar Bigger.
With his open f leece jacket and wild white
beard, he welcomes us at 2,279 metres, between mountain hut and cowshed, two solid,
low stone buildings not far from the summit
station. Next to him is his mixed-breed dog
Ziba, who stays close by her master’s side as she
inspects the visitor. “She was bullied by her siblings, but she’s fine now,” Bigger reports with
satisfaction. “She can hear my call of ’Zzzziiiba!’ from miles away, which is important because she’s often out with the herds.”
The cattle have been grazing on this meadow – “one of the loveliest alps!” as he happily
points out – since the middle of June. Another
two weeks or so and summer will be over; then
the roughly 300 animals will be taken back
down the mountain. But there’s still much to
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do before then, both in the meadow and in the
cowshed. “The day starts at 4.30, when my
helper Ernst Kuppelwieser, Ziba the dog and I
bring the 43 dairy cows into the shed for milking.” Breakfast – which includes a large piece
of their own alpine cheese – isn’t until milking
is done and the shed has been cleaned. The
young stock stay in the meadow day and night.
“This makes the animals robust, and they experience things as part of a group.” Elmar Bigger points an outstretched arm in all four directions. “The cattle graze in four different
herds, one consisting of calves, another of heifers up to two years of age, the third with pregnant cows aged around three, and finally the
dairy cows.” As well as Alp Marguns, he and
three co-workers also manage the Alps Laret,
Munt and Saluver, which are a little further
down the mountain. The cattle graze on the
various alps in turn, depending on the level of
vegetation in the meadows.
It’s now 10.30. Around this time, Elmar
Bigger usually checks the fences, drives in
posts, inspects the animals in the fields. But today he invites his guest into the heated mountain hut, or rather into the tiny, cosy kitchen,
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Milking in the shed, checking the fences and making sure the 43 dairy cows are
happy – mountain farmer Elmar Bigger is never bored during the summer. At the
end of September, the cows are decorated for the cattle drive to the valley (r.).

ABOUT ELMAR BIGGER
Elmar Bigger (68) is from Vilters in St. Gallen,
where he still lives today. He grew up on
his parents’ farm with two siblings. The trained
farmer is married and has three children
and four grandchildren. His family have been
leasing mountain alps in the Engadin to
summer their cows since 1900.
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“ALPABZUG” - DRIVING THE CATTLE
DOWN THE MOUNTAIN IN UPPER ENGADIN
The Bigger family has long been keeping the tradition
of returning its cattle to Celerina in the autumn.
Ten years ago, women in the valley started to turn the
occasion into a village festival for locals and visitors. It is
now a firm fixture on the annual calendar of events. Towards
the end of September, the herds (complete with bells) and
their herdsmen come from Marguns and Laret down to
Celerina. Sixty cows are decked out in lavish headdresses
made from fresh flowers. At noon, the elaborately adorned
cows parade through the village. Up to 2,000 people
line the streets leading to the Church of San Gian. There is
food and drink, entertainment, stands with local specialities,
and finally a church service with musical accompaniment.

with its long table. A friend who helps with
housekeeping from time to time offers coffee.
What’s so appealing about life on the alp? What
happens to the milk? Can you earn a proper living as an alpine farmer? Tenant farmer Elmar
Bigger ponders, then says, “First and foremost,
living like this on a mountain is undoubtedly
a calling, a passion, and in my particular case
a family tradition. I’m the fourth generation of
my family to take my own cows and a number
of animal guests up this mountain. The
Engadin is my second home. I’ve spent every
summer here for almost 50 years now.” Little
Elmar was only five years old when he first
went “z’Alp” with his father while his mother
stayed at home on the farm in the Oberland of
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St. Gallen. Back then, the cows were still transported by train, but they have travelled on
trucks for about 40 years now. “Feeling close
to nature is the main thing for me, mainly to
the animals, of course. And there’s always
something to discover and observe – deer,
chamois, marmots, ibex. Plus there’s usually
some special wild f lower in bloom.” Which is
another one of the main reasons why he enjoys
working up here so much. “An alpine farmer
who doesn’t appreciate the landscape that surrounds him is not a proper alpine farmer,” he
states. He doesn’t want a TV or the internet on
his mountain. He prefers visitors. “Everyone is
welcome, and there’s usually plenty in the pot
to feed unannounced callers.” Usually there’s
even room upstairs for overnight guests.
He keeps a critical eye on the financial rewards of working on the mountain. “When the
price of milk dropped four years ago, I had to
think carefully how I would manage in the future.” He decided to use the approximately 700
litres of milk his cows produce a day to make
his own cheese. Every summer since, a tasty
semi-hard cheese, mild Mutschli and a special
blue cheese have been produced on Alp Laret.
The busy cheese-maker markets his products
himself. His customers include Coop, hotels
and local shops in the Engadin. “With the
cheese, running the alp has become more profitable again,” he states contentedly. However, it
does require a significant amount of time and
a willingness to take risks. “I always have to be
on the go,” he says.
After lunch, the farmer treats himself to a
quick “Powernäpp” – that’s Swiss for power
nap. Ten minutes’ deep sleep, and he’s ready for
the afternoon. Then it’s back to the fences, giving the cows salt, chopping firewood, milking
at 5pm, cleaning the cowshed and tank, and
taking the milk to Alp Laret. Still, the day rarely ends with “Znacht” at 8pm. “There’s always
something to chat about, sometimes even until
late at night if there are guests.” Guests, however, do not have to get up when Elmar Bigger
and Ziba the dog once again bring the cows
into the shed for milking shortly after 4am.
Author: Eva Holz Egle
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INTERVIEW

WHAT IF …

… ST. MORITZ
WERE A START-UP?
Starting a company requires courage, staying power and a clear vision.
Christophe Steck and Marco Balz of PassionSki have more than
enough of all three. A conversation about entrepreneurship, pioneering
spirit and how they would like to develop St. Moritz.

he best place to meet two young
entrepreneurs is in their element. In the case
of Christophe Steck and Marco Balz, that
would be the Engadin countryside. They tell us
why in an interview.
Christophe, what if St. Moritz were a start-up?
What kind of company would it be, and why?
Christophe Steck: I see the destination
St. Moritz as a typical start-up. Just like Apple
developed the iPhone, in this case a particularly resourceful hotelier made a bet more than
150 years ago that St. Moritz would be a magical experience for British tourists in winter.
Beyond wacky for the time. But it’s crazy ideas
like this that enable St. Moritz to fulfil the requirements of its discerning guests. It’s much
more difficult today, of course, because there’s
very little that we don’t already have. And yet,
as a new generation, we have to keep at it.
There is always something new to invent, in
any area – including and especially in tourism.
You yourselves have invented or, rather,
founded something: PassionSki. Please tell us
about your company. Christophe Steck: PassionSki was founded by four skiing instructors in
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St. Moritz in the autumn of 2010. Today, Francesco Pellanda and I are partners in the GmbH,
the limited company. We are united by two
great passions: for nature and for alpine sports.
The competition that faces a ski school in a renowned winter sports destination is something to
be reckoned with. What made you decide to take
the plunge anyway? Christophe Steck: We don’t
see ourselves as competition, but as a logical
extension of the existing snow sports offerings
in the Engadin. Variety is what makes the resort attractive to its guests. And it means
everyone is forced to provide the highest quality. We don’t offer group courses, but specialise
in private lessons, and respond to the needs of
the individual. We want to reinvent service.
Your philosophy is what makes PassionSki
special – it’s focused on a decelerated and mindful life. In fact, you call yourselves a “slow ski

Christophe Steck (l.)
and Marco Balz see
St. Moritz as a start-up
with tremendous
potential.

Photos: Private, PR; Illustration: Blagovesta Bakardjieva
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The tourism industry in particular
regularly inspires the entrepreneurs
of the Upper Engadin.

ABOUT CHRISTOPHE STECK & MARCO BALZ
Christophe Steck trained as a chef, hotelier and snow
sports instructor. He also studied Outdoor Sports Management
and New Business Development at the HTW Chur. After 15 seasons
as a ski instructor, in 2010 he founded PassionSki with
three friends. This season he also took over the running of the
Hotel Morteratsch in Pontresina.
Marco Balz was born in Solothurn into a family of ski instructors.
After qualifying as a polytechnician and carpenter, he studied
business administration. Today he looks after the marketing
activities for PassionSki, as well as teaching skiing courses. He also
works in the marketing department of Skiservice Corvatsch.
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school”. What does that mean? Marco Balz: It’s
about sharing the joy for snow sports. We don’t
just want to hand out “ski diplomas” to the
children and adults who come here, but to
share wonderful experiences with them. For
instance, we build an igloo in a special location, take our guests there on snowshoes and
enjoy some mulled wine together. We also
want to make our guests aware of climate
change, because being able to ski in winter is
by no means a given any more. We are firmly
convinced that demand for unspoilt countryside and peace, combined with pleasant sporting activities, is set to increase.
You are planning to become a year-round operation in 2018. Why? And what will you offer in
summer? Christophe Steck: We don’t consider
the other ski schools in the village our competition, but other destinations all over the world.
Which is why we have to keep reinventing ourselves and remain interesting for our guests.
We want to become the go-to contact for outdoor sports throughout the year. That’s not to
say that we are going to do everything ourselves. We are planning close co-operations
with the relevant specialists. Just imagine going for a lovely walk. We come to a particular
spot, where we set about cooking a meal from
local ingredients with our guests, before sitting down and enjoying it together, while talking about this and that … For guests who are
looking for a touch of adventure, we’ll offer a
night under the open sky ... We’re idealists, and
we like trying new things. And if it doesn’t
work, we’ll try something else.
What’s your advice for young entrepreneurs in
St. Moritz? Christophe Steck: I think that,
above all, every young entrepreneur needs a
healthy amount of courage, because fear of
failure is a poor companion. In a little valley
like ours, you might even need a little more
courage. Not everyone is enthralled by an idea,
people are quick to criticise, and high costs
make innovations more difficult. But you just
have to keep at it. As founders, we want to encourage others in the Engadin to pitch in. To
help encourage tourists to return.
Interview: Yasmine Sailer
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WINTER 2018/2019

PREVIEW
The next issue of St. Moritz Magazin
will be published in November 2018.
Next winter is going to be fabulous – we’ll
be live at the Ice Cricket events; accompanying
WinterRAID, a very special rally; and
presenting numerous strange facts that prove
there is very little that St. Moritz doesn’t offer!

Entertainment and top athletes: at Ice Cricket,
cricket stars from all over the world compete in
exciting matches on Lake St. Moritz.

WinterRAID sees participants cruising through the
snow-covered landscape. The kicker: not in modern sports
cars, but in stylish classics. A very special experience!
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There are no bulls in china shops in St. Moritz,
but there is an elephant at the Badrutt’s
Palace Hotel. Find out in the next issue how
Nellie ended up in the lobby.

“MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL ARE
THE PEOPLE BEHIND THE MYTH
OF ST. MORITZ.”
KARIN METZGER BIFFI,
MEMBER OF THE MANAGEMENT BOARD OF POMATTI AG
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